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Abstract 
The media in India to become an effective voice of the people in governance must be 
administratively and financially autonomous. What is expected of a responsible media is- 
to report news in-depth without opinions, to provide people with facts and facts alone, 
Data-driven journalism with use of statistics and verifiable data, offer plurality and 
diversity in voices. The media is facing a problem of credibility, and the only way to 
overcome this is to ensure that they are transparent. Even then, there is a strong feeling 
everywhere that the media is not subject to public scrutiny; that they run stories without 
due consideration of the public sentiment and that they publish what their editors rather 
than the public want to read. 
Introduction 
This research paper explores perceptions of news credibility for television, newspapers, 
and online news. A survey was administered to a randomly selected sample of residents in 
Austin, Texas, to assess people's attitudes toward these 3 media channels. Contingent 
factors that might influence news credibility perceptions, such as media use and 
interpersonal discussion of news, were incorporated into the analysis. Findings suggest that 
people are generally skeptical of news emanating from all 3 media channels but do rate 
newspapers with the highest credibility, followed by online news and television news, 
respectively. Furthermore, opinions about news credibility seem to be correlated across 
media outlets. The data also show a moderate negative linkage between interpersonal 
discussion of news and perceptions of media credibility for television news but not for 
newspapers. When controlling for basic demographics, a positive correlation was found 
between interpersonal communication and online news credibility. Finally, a marginal 
association was noted between media use and public perceptions of credibility across all 3 
media channels. 
Due to these fake news there is a lot of people are losing their life's . And also putting their 
own as well others life in danger, and after doing this project i came at following 
conclusions. 
Fake news is travelling much faster than the coronavirus in India. Even before the country 
reported its first case on 30 January, India’s social media was rife with fake posts, wild 
rumours, conspiracy theories, doctored videos about the disease’s origin, its subsequent 
spread and possible remedies. Once the country started reporting more cases, a torrent of 
fake messages began populating all major social media platforms, particularly Facebook, 
WhatsApp, Twitter, TikTok and so on. According to a recent report by the fact checking 
website BOOM, COVID-19 related fake news which began climbing in the third week of 
March took a massive spike in early April, particularly after the Tablighi Jamaat incident 
in Delhi. Out of 178 fact checks the website conducted since the onset of COVID-19 in the 
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country, as much as 35% of them were fake videos, 29% images and a similar percentage 
were doctored messages on range of issues such as fake diagnosis and treatment, falsified 
quotes by celebrities with their photos, false notifications and lockdown guidelines among 
other. Worryingly, after the Tablighi incident, a substantial portion of fake news was 
directed to target a particular minority group depicting them as the vector of the virus, 
thereby complicating the collective fight against a rapidly spreading global pandemic. 
Social media platforms should go further in addressing coronavirus misinformation and 
disinformation by structurally altering how their websites function. For the sake of public 
health, social media platforms must change their product features designed to incentivize 
maximum engagement and amplify the most engaging posts over all others. Doing so will 
require fundamental changes to the user-facing products and to back-end algorithms that 
deliver content and make recommendations. Platforms must pair these changes with 
unprecedented transparency in order to enable independent researchers and civil society 
groups to appropriately study their effects. 
Credibility  
Credibility means trustworthiness and competence. Before the audience accepts any 
message, he will judge whether the communicator and the organization the individual 
represents, can be relied upon and is competent enough to give the information. 
Media Credibility  
Media credibility refers to the perceived believability of media content beyond any proof 
of its contentions. Media credibility research has shifted the focus from characteristics of 
individual, personal sources to characteristics of media behavior such as objectivity, 
accuracy, fairness, and lack of bias. 
Credibility of New Media  
In early 2009, 29 percent of Americans surveyed believe the media gets the facts right, and 
a little over 18 percent think news organizations are truly objective. Television remains the 
dominant source for national and international news for those surveyed, but the Internet 
now places second above newspapers and radio. In December 2009, it was the first time 
that there a higher percentage saying the Internet, more than newspapers, was a better 
source of national and international news. 
Credibility Matters in Media  
Media occupies a significant part of people’s daily lives, it significantly impacts the social 
construction of reality, the shape of public consciousness and the direction of socio-political 
change. Therefore, media's credibility is as important as the message itself.  

 Television viewers find hard news more credible than soft news.  

 The credibility assigned to different media varies by race and gender of news 
consumers.  

 Communication to be successful must be target oriented.  

 Response of the audience is the ultimate objective of any communication function. 
Credibility Crisis in the Indian Media 
'The Fourth Estate', 'Watchdog in a democracy', 'Voice of the People', 'Pillar of a 
Democracy' are some of the usual terms associated with the role of media in a working 
democracy. The modern times have seen a huge breakthrough in the reach of media with 
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the rise of new forms, especially of social media. People now have access to information 
like never before with all news updates from across the world at their fingertips. It thus 
becomes all the more necessary that the media be responsible and provide credible 
information to its viewers while reporting. Has that been the case? 
It is undisputed that media has the most potent influence on public opinion. It is thus the 
responsibility of the media to keep the citizens informed of the state of governance. As the 
Code of Ethics and Broadcasting Standards of the News Broadcasters Association[1] also 
recognizes, media is meant to expose the lapses in the government and to give the public a 
sense of involvement in the process of governance. 
Traditionally, successive governments have always sought to control the media. Such 
attempts are being supported by those of religious, financial and other actors who are 
investing substantial financial resources to advance their own interests at the expense of the 
larger concept of public interest. As a result, we now see a reduced quality of India's public 
discourse. The rapid expansion of media has ironically led to a shrinking of the public 
sphere and the much-needed space for dissent. This is producing a growing crisis of 
credibility in the Indian media. Paid news, misuse of Government controlled broadcast 
units, the filing of defamation suits against journalists in the recent years amongst many 
others, are seen as attempts to control, manipulate and even intimidate media. 
India is at the cusp of both economic and social change and is considered to be one of the 
emerging Global superpowers. The time has come when some introspection by the Indian 
media is required to correct certain defects and thus overcome crisis of credibility, thereby 
assisting India's growth in this period of transformation. 
Media and good governance in a democracy  
To understand the role of media as the voice of people in good governance, one must first 
understand the concept of governance and then as to what constitutes good governance. 
Governance is not a new concept as it is as old as human civilization itself. Simply put 
"governance" means: the process of decision-making and the process by which decisions 
are implemented (or not implemented).[2] Government is only one of the actors in 
governance. Other actors involved in governance like Multi-National Corporations, Non-
Governmental Organizations, Trade Unions, Media etc. may also play a direct role in the 
decision making or in influencing the process of decision-making by the Government. The 
number of actors involved in governance varies depending on the level of government- 
local, regional or national. 
So, what then is good governance? Good governance has 8 major characteristics. It is 
participatory, consensus oriented, accountable, transparent, responsive, effective and 
efficient, equitable and inclusive and follows the rule of law. It assures that corruption is 
minimized, the views of minorities are not sidelined and that the voices of the most 
vulnerable in society are heard and taken into consideration, in the process of decision-
making. If the aforementioned characteristic features of good governance are analyzed, it 
can be seen that media plays a pivotal role in promoting good governance. 
As far as our Constitution is concerned, the media has no defined role in governance. It 
doesn't have the power to change any decisions made by the various organs of a state--the 
legislature, executive and the judiciary. Yet, the media continues to play a vital role in the 
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functioning of any society. It provides the crucial link between the government and the 
citizens and makes them both accountable for their actions. It helps form opinions and also 
helps the weakest in the society to amplify their voice to those responsible for their 
governance. But does access to information guarantee a well-informed society? 
If media is to have any meaningful role in democracy and governance, it is essential that it 
be free and independent from the control of the government. A free and independent media 
provides a key platform for the exercise of freedom of speech and expression which is 
guaranteed by our Constitution under Article 19(1)(a) as a fundamental right. For the 
exercise of such a right, it is essential that the citizens have access to balanced, reliable and 
trustworthy information from the media. It is based on such informed that citizens are 
expected to make informed choices. The media are also expected to provide a forum where 
a broad range of voices - opposition parties, civil society actors, independent experts and 
ordinary citizens - can express alternative views. 
The recent years have seen attempts to control, co-opt, manipulate and even intimidate 
media. Contrary to its role, the media has lowered the quality of India's public discourse. 
Rapid expansion has ironically led to a shrinking of the public sphere and the much-needed 
space for dissent. This is producing a growing, and potentially grave, the crisis of 
credibility. The degrading quality of Indian journalism is evident in a number of ways 
especially- Lack of reportage on the real issues of poverty, unemployment in the society, 
political bias, paltry coverage of international issues etc. 
India is the world's largest democracy. A vibrant, independent and pluralistic mass media 
is an important pillar of democracy in the country that facilitates adherence to democratic 
norms. The media requires independence from governmental, political or economic control, 
or from the control of materials and infrastructure essential for the production and 
dissemination of media products and programmes. There needs to be the end of monopolies 
of any kind and thus the existence of the greatest possible number of newspapers, 
periodicals and broadcasting stations reflecting the widest possible range of opinions within 
a community. 
Recognising the important role of media in promoting good governance as early as 2005, 
the Director-General of UNESCO, on the occasion of World Press Freedom Day, observed 
on 3rd May every year said- 'Independent, free and pluralistic media have a crucial role to 
play in the good governance of democratic societies, by ensuring transparency and 
accountability, promoting participation and the rule of law, and contributing to the fight 
against poverty. The UNESCO has decided to pay tribute to this critical role played by the 
media in promoting democracy and good governance by choosing 'Media and Good 
Governance' as the key theme for this year's celebration.'[3] 
It is pertinent to note that media all over the world have certain dependencies chiefly: 
finance and the constant need for information. It is not feasible to eliminate all different 
kinds of media dependencies. What needs to be done is to recognize what those 
dependencies are, remove those that can be eliminated and mitigate the effects of those that 
remain. 
However, the question still remains- Is it enough, for the media to be independent, that it 
be free from the influence of the government? What about market-driven media? 
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How can Journalists Promote News Credibility? Effects of Evidences on Trust and 
Credibility? 
 
With reference to the current debate about a loss of trust in news media, journalism experts 
in practice and research often demand that journalists should concentrate on enhancing the 
quality of their reporting and hence focus on facts and evidences. Building on research on 
trust and credibility, we investigate how the use of different forms of evidences affects the 
credibility and quality evaluation of news stories, as well as the reading experience from 
the audience’s perspective. We conducted an online experiment to detect the influence of 
the presence of scientific sources, statistical information, and their visualization in an online 
article. Our findings indicate that these evidences increase the perceived credibility. At the 
same time, we found that adding scientific sources, statistical data and, visualizations to an 
article does not lessen its reading enjoyment but improves its perceived vividness in the 
view of news users. Further results and implications are discussed. 
 
 
Interpretation  
Issues of credibility in Social Media: 
Social media has been revolutionizing the way we communicate for years now. It is now 
also shifting the flow of discourse between government bodies and the public. According 
to a report by WeAreSocial and HootSuite, two leading social media marketing companies, 
in the year 2016 alone, 55 million new users from India joined social media, second only 
to China[6]. Reportedly, India has overtaken the United States to become Facebook's 
largest country audience. As of July 13th, Facebook is reporting a total 'potential audience' 
of 241 million active users in India, compared to 240 million in the United States[7]. Hence, 
the growth of social media users in India has been unprecedented and has thus changed the 
way Indians communicate with each other. 
Immediate and transparent, social media has provided the public with greater control, 
participation, and influence over governmental issues and initiatives. Crisis 
communications, Evacuation processes, Consultation processes have become easier 
because of social media use by the government. For example, consultations like recent one 
by Telecom Regulatory Authority of India on the much debated issue of net neutrality was 
immediately circulated shared across Social Media. During operation Raahat, an operation 
of the Indian Armed Forces to evacuate Indian citizens and other foreign nationals during 
the Yemini crisis, many approached the Ministry of External Affairs on Twitter for 
evacuation. 
However, there are some concerns of credibility here as well. The Press Information 
Bureau, nodal agency of the Government of India which disseminates information to the 
print, electronic and new media on government plans, policies, programme initiatives and 
achievements, recently received a lot of flak for tweeting a photo-shopped image of the PM 
in a helicopter , purportedly doing an aerial survey of flood-hit Chennai which was removed 
quickly after questions were raised in social media about its authenticity. Former minister 
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for power and energy, Piyush Goyal recently tweeted the government's achievement of 
illuminating 50,000 km of Indian roads with LED lights. Except for one problem: the image 
used in the tweet was from Russia. Mr. Goyal later deleted the tweeted and thanked people 
and pointed that social media helped 'illuminate facts'. 
Conclusion 
Media organizations must have editorial independence and transparent ownership. These 
qualities are extremely important because media independence has often been 
compromised by owners who do not value independent views but focus only on commercial 
interests. It is high time that the media in India corrected itself to regain its lost sense of 
credibility. 
By this research paper I came to know a lot about what major effect are happening 
throughout the world due media which is spreading news all over the world at an alarming 
rate on different social media platforms, the credibility of media in society is a important 
think because the transfer of information through media helps people to egt information, 
update and for awareness also. If people are not believing in media or if media is not playing 
a credible role in society     
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